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Context

This internship is at the crossroad of logic and rewriting techniques. It also appeals to compilation and optimization/performance skills.
Dedukti [BCH12] is a type-checker for the lambda-Pi calculus modulo, a type system for the λ-calculus characterized by two features:
– dependent types,
– a conversion rule generated by β-reduction and rewriting modulo a given set of rewrite rules.
Maude [CDE+ 03] is a general framework implementing Rewriting Logic [MOM02], that enables reasoning modulo
rewrite rules and on rewrite rules.
Preliminary experiments [Sai13] have shown that the reduction algorithm (an adaptation of the abstract machine
of Matita [ARSCT09] to take into account rewrite rules) has comparable results to Maude when it comes to simple
rewriting.
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Subject

Several questions arise from those experiments: theoretically speaking, can we express one framework in the other,
in either direction ? Some hints suggest that it should be possible (Maude pretends having a kind of dependent
types). Practically speaking, can we (re-)write Dedukti in Maude ? From the other end: can we use Dedukti as a
rewriting engine for Maude ? Can we improve the rewriting mechanisms of Dedukti so that it becomes even more
competitive wrt Maude ? For this, one of the potential direction is the use of Meta-OCaml.
The subject we propose is very broad and, depending on the preferences of the intern, one or the other questions
will be tackled. Answering at least one of them will be a very significant advance.
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Prerequisites

A course on the fundations of computer science such as logic, type theory or rewriting.
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Output and Experience

The internship will result in a deep understanding on the connections between the λΠ-calculus modulo and Rewriting Logic and, depending on the orientation it will take: improvements of the type-checking and of the rewriting
algorithm, better performances or even a prototype compiler.
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Environment

The intern will be hosted by the Deducteam project-team at Inria Paris and/or the CRI at MINES ParisTech.
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